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In The Name of God, Most Gracious, Most Merciful
"All praise is due to God Who guided us to this, and we would not have found the way
had it not been that God had guided us."1

Preface: Based on the truth contained in these epistles, with which readers will be
intimately acquainted, with God’s assistance they will succeed in correcting all their inward and
outward defects and faults. They will even, through most inclusive and simple methods, attain
extensive access to good guidance toward individuals and society.
Mankind succeeds in removing his natural, traditional, or social wickedness when he
identifies the root cause as promoting evil, and restrains it. He should, contrarily, efficiently
strengthen the root cause for goodness and seek to intensify it. Indeed we will not succeed in
this process unless we methodologically understand the mentioned truths.
Therefore, the noble majesties—the faithful, researching and scrutinizing philosophers,
on the basis of 6666 verses of the intact Quran of Islam and on the Hadith of apostle
Muhammad, peace and blessings of God be upon him, have proven man's body to consist of
two elements, the soul and the ego. They have considered the Heart as the steering wheel, or
computer, of the body. They have understood the functions of angelic inspirations and satanic
temptations on the heart by using, both, the brain's storage department and the heart's cells,
toward good or evil.
They have stated that the findings of these truths are founded on the seven following
conceptual and concrete topics:
First - The Soul: The human body contains its vital soul. As long as it remains in the
body, all molecules and tissues will be precisely active for more than a hundred years and will
not decay, while the five senses along with other senses perform their tasks. Once the soul
departs from the body, the body instantaneously loses all sensory perception. Within three to

1

Quran Chapter 7 Aa-raaf (the Heights), verse 43
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seven days, the body will decay and decompose. Even the ownership of properties, social
relationships, along with other human qualities, are a blessing of the soul's presence in the
body.
Second - The Ego: Physically, the ego has extensive potential in restoring the body’s
wasted molecules and in the actual growth of the body. Since the ego's creation innately has
been achieved from the essence of the earth, as a result man consumes all kinds of earthly
products in one way or the other, in whatever forms possible, though they may be fatal like
opium, hot like pepper, or bitter like tobacco. However, the invisible nourishment of the ego
consists of selfishness, unsuitable greed and taking pride in dress, appearance and lodging,
and other immoralities.
Third - The Angel or the Cooperator of the Soul: The motive behind the angelic
power is such that the greater spiritual power one attains, the more angelic inspirations
dominate the person. The evidence is such that nothing improper is ever seen from such a
person’s speech or deeds, rather goodwill and benevolence to friends and strangers alike.
Forth - The Devil or the Cooperator of the Ego: At the opposite end, if the ego is
fortified, all such people's sayings and actions are based on satanic disguises, and pivot on the
axis of personal gains. The achieving of corrupt, egoistic and sensual demands becomes their
ultimate goal in life. The fulfillment of these malicious desires, from their prospective, seemingly,
cause others insignificant distress, frustration and even devastation.
Fifth - The Heart: The location of action for both powers of the soul and the ego, or the
Angel and the Devil, respectively, is the Heart, the Steering Wheel or Computer of the body.
Sixth - The Brain: It is the archive, or the conservatory, of the Body's senses, and
anything concerning the heart and heart's executions. Both the Angel and the Devil use it
making their good or bad suggestions effective on man, intensifying their good or evil actions.
In brief, the Body consists of two elements—the soul and the ego, and the two motives
of good or evil called the Angel and the Devil, according to the Qur’anic verses and the Hadith
of Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings of God be upon him. There are two Mechanisms
of Action, the Heart and Brain, each in turn is a Director and Assistant to the body. Under such
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circumstances, obviously, the spiritual and egoistic powers have as well their exclusive sources
of growth.
Seventh - Nourishment of the Soul and Ego: The body acquires energy from a wide
range of foods and drink etc. In a similar manner, the soul is fortified and acquires excellent
condition through different kinds of worship and good deeds. There is no need to mention the
body's selection and range of nutrition as apparent as it is. It would not be irrelevant however, to
present a summary of the soul's variety of nutrition.
The benevolence that strengthens the soul is summarized into two elements.
1) Constrained Worship: It is undertaken by religious jurisprudence.2
2) Unconstrained Worship: It is defined as the remembrance3 of Glorious God and
observing the world’s exhibition, seeing Glorious Artificer’s Magnificence and Perfection
through artifacts, and to translate these to faith in the heart. This should lead to estates
of humbleness and gratitude, and result in serving God's creatures to please Him, being
intent on uplifting God’s word, exercising patience when confronted with hardships and
suffering in the path to Truth, and having resolute and devout reliance in God Almighty.
This is the fundamental nourishment of the soul.
These epistles, with God's help, are arranged merely for the development of spiritual
powers, intellectually based on excellent and logical philosophy. Through simple ways, these
epistles will fortify your faith and spirituality such that each minute's engagement with them is
equivalent to a year of worship. An hour of it can compete with sixty years of accepted worship,
according to the sincere reporter, peace and blessings of God be upon him.
Make an effort to produce a draft of the truths as related to each chapter’s subject matter
that is poured into your heart as a result of intensive reading and study of these epistles. Then
present your draft to the instructors of this subject.
Frequently coming across such ideas is the first indication of greatness beginning to
appear in your spiritual ascent. Gradually, through God Almighty's will and help, the discovery of
the Fourth Dimension4 will become accessible.

2

Fiqh
Ziker
4
the things not of the three dimensions such as width, length and height but of the Unseen World
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Therefore, it is necessary for the followers of the intact Qur’an of Islam to uninterruptedly
read all epistles and books containing these truths, so that they may find the truth as quickly as
possible.
-With the Grace of God Almighty -

What the Sober Carefree (the Heedless Ones)
Say to the Carefree Sober (the Believers)
In response to the theory that this order has come into being spontaneously and without
a Creator, just think deeply about the following awakening and enlightening questions; to which,
until the instant of resurrection, no one will ever be able to respond. You clearly know, and it is
as a whole an undeniable truth, that everything we see in our surroundings is only a result of the
two artificing hands of Almighty God, and His vicegerent,5 man.
Namely, only human offspring can build the necessary equipment and tools from what
the Almighty Sacred Being has prepared for us in the form of natural resources left in our
control. These resources were created for our use.
First: Why is this mastery not available to such animals as elephants, camels, horses,
etc., which are many times stronger than we are? Contemplate that if these functions were
5

Vicegerent or Khalif: Having or exercising delegated power; acting by substitution, or in the place of
another. Source: Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary, © 1996, 1998 MICRA, Inc
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linked to the power of the brain, then the brains of most animals would quantitatively supersede
that of humans.
Second: According to materialists, the creative power of matter can create all varieties
of animals, trees, rocks, plants and finally the entire universe.
If this claim were true, could nature at least recreate the generations of animals that humans or
wild animals have destroyed throughout the centuries? Scientists currently hold their skeletons,
posing likewise hundreds of other questions. No, never.
It is indisputable that if nature had the power to create things that possess perfect order,
then it should still possess it, and even better than the original. Rather, it should be able to
recreate. To shed light on this truth, humans produce millions of something once the prototype
is there.
Nature should be able to recreate those annihilated figures were it, as some say, the
maker and producer of this universe which possesses this entire structured order. But no, it
could never do so.
This creative power accredited to nature should bring forth creations hundreds of times
better and more efficient than the prototypes, based on the principle of evolution that the
materialists have included in their four principles. But this is impossible.
Third: Let's ask the second artificer, man, about the products manufactured by his
hands. Has anyone ever seen anything such as a needle somewhere in the world, which was
made by itself, of which millions of types and samples exist? Has it been without mechanical
measurements or technical order? Has anyone ever found a needle to be without a
manufacturer? The answer is no.
While his hands’ manufacture can never be without a maker, though the raw material
used to manufacture it is abundant and accessible everywhere, then which healthy wisdom and
understanding could ever accept that this ordered system with all its stupefying qualities and
specialties, which, since discovery, has perplexed and deeply astonished some scientists by the
Greatness and Glory of the Almighty God could ever exist without Creator and Artificer?
We now come back to studying some of the favors and free gifts that Glorious He has
given and continues to give us regularly and freely.
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Perceiving the Perfection and Glory of the Exalted Creator, besides feeling thankful, are
examples of these aforementioned free and regular gifts and favors.
We gain supply of this complete, energy-filled, powerful spiritual nourishment to strengthen our
faith and spirit.
Besides, we shall clearly know that the misconception associated with nature is an
illusion created by unbelievers in order to beguile some miserable persons intent on political
gains. Otherwise, all that exists is a product of the imperceptible Hand of power of Exalted Him.
A minute of such study is equivalent to a year of worship according to the Messenger, peace
and blessings of God be upon him. It establishes the shortest communication’s path of the
servant to God. This is the strongest energy for charging the battery of faith and it is better than
all other forms of unconstrained worship.
Vacations Heaven Hell God Music Sufis Life Death Library Biology Medicine Jerusalem

One Hour of Contemplation Surpasses
Sixty years Of Worship
In the subsequent matters, we draw your attention in such a way to the truths and
manners of creatures coming into existence that, on the one hand, we grasp the essential favor
of healthy organs that are created under the control of the Exalted Unique Being. On the other
hand, it will fully become evident that if it were not for the supervision of the Sole Creator, as in
the verse:
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“Then He fashioned him in due proportion,”6 and if we were created by chance or
spontaneously, we would definitely suffer the deficiencies described in the following
discussion.
In the name of God, who opened the door of nothingness, and from it created billions of
types of creatures, living, non-living and so forth, with incredible and rare forms and sorts, we
start with the following matters. What would we have been if Almighty God had not brought us
out of that nothingness, a state of non-existence, to create us in the best shape and figure?
"We have indeed created man in the best of molds."7
If Divine Will was to create us, then ponder! What would we have done, had we been
created in the category of inanimate entities, such as rocks, sand, mines, trees, fruits, grains,
vegetables, and thousands of other like objects.
Let us submit that He had intended to create us as living entities.
What if we were created in the category of thousands of non-human organisms, on land
or in the seas, such as microbes, mosquitoes and, at the very most, sheep, horses, goats,
elephants or some birds or in the form of some other creatures? What would we have been
then?
After all why O’ man! Vicegerent of the Almighty Lord of the earth and heavens, don't
you ponder that before your creation, the Exalted Most Gracious and Most Merciful had
bestowed all these Favors unto you?!
Let us acknowledge that His Will was to create our selves in the form of mankind!
If Almighty God had created us amongst false religions, corrupt superstitious customs like fireworshipping, Zoroasterism, and other doctrines, or even within the category of atheism and the
denial of His Existence, what would have happened?
Why don't you reflect deeply, O Muslim! O Participant! in the militant8 school of God of
earth and time? What right did we have over Him that He eternally placed His Grace,
unrequested, upon us?
Now if we do something for His Happiness, how would He ever waste it!
6

quotation from the holy Quran, Chapter sajda (prostration, verse 9)
Quran Chapter 95 Teen (the Fig), verse 4)
8
militant, the struggle against ego and Satan
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If Almighty God had not endorsed us and given the aptitude to acquire knowledge, how could
we ever come to perceive this very text and its resulting secrets and enlightenment? We should
ponder! Let us look at the following.
In the process of coming from non-existence to our fathers' loins, and from there to our
mothers' wombs millions of sperm cells like us from one of which we were created, the rest
were eliminated.
If Almighty God had eliminated and placed us in the line with those subject to extinction,
what would have happened?
If Exalted God had created us in the womb with an ugly appearance, or with vision or
other organs handicapped, what would have then happened?
If Almighty God had not taken the baby out automatically, with His compassion and
beneficence from his mother's womb, despite its size and disproportionality at the "exit", and
man were to take it out himself through an incision, would any woman be willing to have this
done to her? If it were at all possible, there would be much hardship, and who would be capable
of bearing this difficulty?
If we were eliminated, like other children of our age, through different diseases, made
paralyzed, powerless, illiterate or ignorant, what would have then happened?
If Almighty God had not bestowed upon us to be raised in the warm bosom of our
parents, or due to other mishaps we would have been desperate to do servitude to others’
homes, what would have happened then?
If either the father or the mother goes away, and Almighty God had not turned our
relatives and other people compassionate to guard us, take care of us and coach us toward
higher education, how could we ever come to access this jewel-box of the secrets of the world
of truth and reality, the purity of Islam and its jurisprudence? What would have happened then?
A lot of thanksgiving is needed!

What if the nerves in our body were not spread out like telephone lines? How many
times a day would we have suffered numerous wounds from bits of rocks, wood, nails, needles,
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and other objects? Before we notice what is happening, the wounds might become black and
decay. What would have happened under those circumstances?
If Almighty God had not given us memory, whether of things or words told to us, what
would we use to recall and what portion would we recall when trying to relate. Taking and giving
in communication would then come to a complete halt, and each person would have to
encounter the other personally in order to be able to talk to him.
What If Almighty God had provided us with a limited intellect such as He has provided
the animals, under the name of instinct, to know only how to reproduce, being vigil of enemies
with some other limited characteristics, but no more than this? What would we have been and
what could we have done in such a case? Verily, in this case, we would have been big monkeys
in the woods or in the mountains or in the desert that our generation would have been
completely extinct by now due to other animals’ strikes such as lions, tigers and others?
If Almighty God had not oiled consistently the body and head's hair and given them
unbreakable form, it would be necessary that we oil them ourselves, so that they would not
break. What a situation! What kind of people would be employed in this kind of work, all trying to
preserve personal beauty, but with what difficulty!
If Exalted God had made human body hairy like that of a sheep, what would have
happened then?
If Almighty God had not automated human hair growth appropriately and within
measure, the growing of each hair would be a task, which would fall on our shoulders. What
would have happened and what would we have done under that circumstance, especially if we
were unable to pull?
If Almighty God had caused the hair of the eyelid, eyebrows, and body to consistently
grow like the beard, head and other organs, would we not be facing inconvenience pertaining to
their cutting, styling and fashioning?
If Almighty God had not endowed humans with hair on his eyelids and eyebrows, do you
know how awful the most beautiful Human would look like?
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If the hair on the eyelid or eyebrow were breakable, needing to be oiled with regular or some
standard oil, and forgotten about, they would simply break and fall. What situation and what an
appearance we would have had!
If Almighty God had not created the inner lens in the eye that enlarges the object's
image, or if we could see only as big as the pupils we have; how many hours would we spend
rotating our head so that we could scan a one meter spot. How could we have managed then?
What if Almighty God had not automated a required, consistent wetness in our eyes, and
our eyelids did not automatically blink? Could you imagine in that case what would have
happened and what would we have done? Well, each individual would always have needed
clean cotton and q-tips in order to clean one’s or friends each other's eyes whenever these
became unclear and dark from the environment and work. In this case, superb eye cleaners
would be needed, since inexperience could cause wounds to the eyes or blindness.
What if there were nobody available in the valleys or deserts, how would eyes have
been cleaned? Or, what if we had to wait for someone to clean our eyes so that we could see
our way. There are expert ear-cleaners in some countries that have special dress and
instruments. But the eyes are much more indispensable and their cleaning is more delicate.
If Almighty God had not made human eyes powerful and energetic vis-a-vis sunlight, and
we were like bats in our holes during the day, coming out only at night, what would our condition
have been like?
If Almighty God had given us only one eye and located that on top of our head, how
would it have been then and how difficult it would have been to see our way and to work!
If Almighty God had not made our nose and ears from cartilage, can you see that every
night our ears and nose would be broken? We may have had to sleep on our backs making sure
not to turn sideways or face least our ear or nose broke.
If Almighty God had made our hearing sense so weak as to prevent us from hearing the
talker who does not speak directly in the ear, what then, and how would our conditions be?
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If Almighty God had not grown nasal hair, imagine our breathing dust and dirt, or if it
were too thick, what difficulty we would face if gland secretions had stuck all the hairs together;
It would have stopped the breathing passages altogether.
If Almighty God had made us proboscidian (possessing a trunk like that of an elephant),
how would an expensive suit look with this appearance?
Ponder what a favor from the free favors of the Omniscient and Wise, Disclosed and
Undisclosed, the Almighty God, is our blessed appearance.
"We have indeed crated man in the best of molds."9
If the teeth did not possess this peculiar nervous sensitivity and cleverness, how many
pieces of stone we would be chewing on while eating, although doctors say there are no nerves
in bone?
If God Almighty had created human teeth out of one bone piece –
First, what would have happened to the beauty of the mouth with its teeth? Second, we
would be compelled to remove that one piece of bone if ever we felt a toothache. Then what
would have happened and what difficulty would we be facing? Pulling out of the lower or upper
jaws is not a simple task.
If Almighty God had given man a beak like that of a bird instead of a mouth, so we would
not be able to eat anything but grain, then what would have happened? What suffering we
would face, if we ever ate?
If after putting food in our mouths, we had to push our jaws up and down by means of
our hands, how difficult it would have been and what would have happened?
What if Almighty God had not given the tongue two peculiar eyes and unique sensitive
perception to be used during the chewing process to take the morsels from the left to the right
and push them under the molar teeth, placing them there? It does not do this job just once, but
repeats every time we chew. It collects food from around the mouth, and takes it to be chewed
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under the molars and other teeth. Reflect upon this perfect order of creation in each organ,
could it ever be possible without a Prudent Artificer? No, never.
If the tongue were not operative with awaken, fully vigilant "eyes" in the cave of the
mouth, its half would be somewhat injured and come under the teeth every time we ate. We
would have to perform this task with our fingers, provided they are in the mouth during chewing;
hence they would be injured during the first or second attempt.
Ponder how this eyeless piece of flesh was given eyes? It does its work in the darkness
of the mouth, while both right and left molar teeth are active. It avoids going beneath the teeth.
If God Almighty had not endowed man with the capability of speech and writing, what
difficulty would his searching intellect have to meet? For he wished to talk and could not, or his
order or command to be carried out somewhere far away but was unfamiliar with written
communication. So what should he have done and how could he solve the problem, which
existed far away, what would have happened then?
If food by God's command did not go down our throat automatically, we would have to
push it down for each other using, for example, a skewer. Then, what would have happened?
What would have been our condition?
Is this system spontaneous?
Ponder! Does the claim that creation came about by chance, or that Almighty God does
not exist, have any sense except for being a wheel within the wheel, or the hands of control or
power behind curtains?
If, during the descent of a morsel of food, the epiglottis10 did not automatically lock the
trachea‘s inlet, what problems we would have been facing pertaining to a morsel reaching the
stomach? Reflect on how the epiglottis in the throat is acquainted with the performance of this
task. Is it still appropriate for man to consider the creation of this entire universe as coincidental,
with the absence of the Almighty Creator? The answer is negative.

9

Quran Chapter 95 Teen (the Fig), verse 4
The thin elastic cartilaginous structure located at the root of the tongue that folds over the glottis to
prevent food and liquid from entering the trachea during the act of swallowing.
Source: The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition
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If Almighty God had not placed the heart in the thorax, but had created it outside the
thorax, with its connections with the inside of the body through arteries and veins, how
impossible would it have been to save the organ from accidents and other mishaps? How would
we have fared in trying to protect it?
If we had to execute the heart's pumping, pressing it constantly, what difficult a task it
would have been and what would have become of us, and how would we have handled it while
at work and business?
What if there was no pumping of the heart and it did not keep circulating blood
throughout the body? Indeed blood would go downward after a few hours' walk, and then we
would have to lift up our legs and wait a while until blood comes rushing toward the head and
chest. Then what would have happened, what would we have done, and what would have been
our conditions?
Ponder well! Are all these organs filled with these mysteries created spontaneously? As
some say so, and deny the Almighty Great, Omnipotent and Self-Existent God.
If Almighty God had not given man, hands and fingers, then what condition we would be
in now and how would we transfer things to our mouth?
Do you know that the flesh from the beginning of the nail to its end grows periodically,
taking the nail from its beginning to its end forward. Then from there it subtly separates from the
nail so that we do not notice it. Subsequently, it takes its reverse cycle from the end to
beginning of the nail.
As an evidence to this truth, you might have observed that the beginning of the nail that
has turned red or has become black after being struck, especially if it is located at the root of the
nail. After a short while, approximately six months the black spot has gradually risen reaching
the end of the nail.
Hence, we must ponder that if the nail were to slip over the flesh and come forward,
naturally underneath the nail having the most delicate sensitivity to pain, indeed we would feel
an intense discomfort or at least notice the separation of nail and flesh. No pain, or processing
related to this action, is, however, noticeable to us. These processes well convey that the flesh
underneath the nail is circulating along with the nail letting the nail reach the end and then it
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takes the reverse cycle towards the beginning of the nail. Therefore, a piece of flesh from the
finger side, if separated and left behind from the flowing process, aches. It bothers us and
makes us feel uncomfortable unless we cut it.

The School of Faith and the Death of Satan
It is here that we clearly remind all humanity, in general, and those attending the
11

militant school, in particular, of the thanksgiving for best countenance that Almighty God has
bestowed upon us the position of vicegerency,12 nobility,13 intelligence and control. Making our
best efforts, we unremittingly acquiesce to God's commands and endeavor to serve God's
creatures for the purpose of extending justice, worshipping in His Oneness and spreading all
this to others. This is called the theory and practice of thanksgiving.
But let us leave this general conception for a while and focus on what Almighty God
says:

11
12

13

militant: the struggle against ego and Satan
Khelafah, vicegerency: The position, function, or authority of a vicegerent
Karamah
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"If you are grateful for my favor, there will an increase on your favors. And if you
show ingratitude towards favors, verily My punishment is severe."14
Indeed, an abundance of inward and outward favors will be accessible to us once we
see the worthless position that we were in originally and initially, and do thanksgiving for those
favors that have been given to us. As they say, “You can appreciate good health when you
remember all the problems one by one.”
On that basis, I would like, in the series of topics concerning the authenticity here
implied, to turn respected readers’ attention to some of the commonplace favors and
beneficence that Exalted Almighty has granted mankind. This topic is handled in such a way
that you yourself might perceive with human and realistic logic the thanksgiving owed as a result
of such bounty and beneficence. And on the other hand, also come to understand that when
some narrow-minded materialists say that Almighty God does not exist, they mean that this
system of the universe has come into existence spontaneously, without Regulator and Creator.
Of course, an examination of a number of well-ordered objects and the regulated
organizations, each of which itself signifies His Self-Subsisting15 and Omniscient Power, the
Generous16 and Wise,17 conveys to us that it is not by coincidence, but by proper and careful
measurement they were created and arranged. This order is not only evident in our firmament,
but beyond as well. Each unit of this order is itself a distinguished manifestation of the
manifestations of the Perfect Power of His Wise and Beneficent Being. It is observed that they
each are distinguished with particular forms, shapes and secrets. Observing their distinct
qualities is demonstrative of the Performances of Self-existent, the Glorious Being. Yet when it
comes to articulating the Greatness, Magnificence and Perfection of Exalted Him we have not
even the words representative of real attributes and illustrative of true meaning. We use some
words, like Perfection, Glory, Greatness and Magnificence; along with other slightly different
words; but what else? Is it possible, through these restricted words, to express the
manifestation of Greatness and Performances of the Almighty Magnificent Being?
No, never!
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Nevertheless, aside the fact that our brain does not have, the substantial capability for
perceiving and talent for understanding the intelligence behind the secrets and mysteries of
created things, but as soon as people see something and understand a little bit, they have lost
themselves. Not known the Maker, they have jumped on to denying the Existence of the
Almighty. Although claiming to possess knowledge, most of them have fallen into the pits of
despair, and due to utmost narrow-mindedness and limited vision, denied the Existence of the
Creator and Organizer of this entire universe.
Seeing all this stupendous Order and Glory, in which we have not perceived yet even
one thousandth of our firmament or our insignificant globe, with so little knowledge of physics
and chemistry, surprisingly, they think themselves somehow possessing genius. Some, in
practice, unconsciously portray themselves as lords over these veiled secrets and make
themselves the leaders of the deviators. And, with the worthless knowledge they acquired, they
assume they understand everything, or they could know, and find His Great Glorious Being just
as soon as learning to read and write. This is an error.
Sure! A relationship with the Almighty is not impossible. We must realize that one's
approach to the Presence of Almighty Being, who is absolutely unseen, is possible by means of
fortification of spiritual power via one's complete faith in His Self-reliant Being.
Notice that the soul is intangible, however its living signs and activities in the body are
apparent until death. Yet the soul can bring us toward our goal of approaching and finding the
Almighty.
The seekers of this approach, instead of fortifying spiritual power, have grown by
fortifying egotistical powers and that through cruel and unlawful means. They want to reach
Proximity with Him, the Self-reliant Being, by means of dishonor, but how?
Hence, instead of meeting reality, they are confronted with aberration and
disappointment. The reasons for all these failures and the tendency of some philosophers to go
astray are indispensably explained, with Glorious God’s assistance, in a separate epistle "Why
do philosophers go astray before reaching guidance."
Thus, on account of satanic temptations, they have produced some written and verbal
literature, even films that reflect their atheistic views. They have inadvertently driven a portion of
the people to the dungeons of misery and deviation with completely meaningless and
unfounded words.
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Consequently instead of seeking the comfort of mankind, in fact they have focused on
producing deadly mass-murder atomic bombs, the arms race, and finally destroying all living
creatures and buildings on earth. They have driven mankind, along with all living creatures, to
the brink of death.
Now, it is the duty of enlightened Muslims that, once they perceive the truth, they are
among the students of the Militant Institute of Monotheism, the Oneness of Almighty God. There
they should provide others with the necessary contentment of logical reason and open their
minds to the Light of Islam and faith, and to pull humanity, with the help of Almighty God, out of
this wilderness of insanity.
Thus, they must primarily get a good understanding, so they may be able explain to
others. We have, with His special assistance and cooperation of our sound companions,
organized the dictation of these topics in simple form of epistles in the School of Quran and its
Secrets, as far as Almighty God has gracefully guided us with His Kindness and Generosity.
Hopefully if any more of these matters are reflected upon by the faithful majesties, they should
write them down and place them in the service of all Muslims and mankind.
I would not like to open the discussion with their senseless matters because this will
delay explaining the spirit of the matter, which we intend to do. Simply, we are drawing the
attention of the broad-minded to the following points. You, yourself, will freely judge what you
see, studying it accurately and making your judgement of whether these brothers and sisters
have committed an error. How, with such irrational and illogical morality, they have deprived
themselves from finding out about the truth pertaining to the Permanent and Everlasting World,
as well as both worlds’ real abode-of-favors, that is Paradise, following the human and jinni
devils?
Why don't they ponder! The God Who created man from non-existence, could He not
recreate him anew? And that Being Who brought forth all these Favors from the earth or soil,
could He not draw thousands times better pleasures from a soil of better quality? Or the Selfsubsisting, Who creates many pleasant seasons of spring and summer, could He not keep them
for all time? Likewise, the Great Praiseworthy who grants man twenty to thirty years of youth,
could He not everlastingly maintain it?
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The answer to all these queries is affirmative, the believers are duty-bound in suggesting
and proving them.
If Glorious God had not properly organized this machine of filtration of food and its
adaptation to the blood in our bodies, and that out of a wide range of fatty, sugary and protein
foodstuff—and if He had not caused this caravan carrying many constituents called blood—how
could the body’s wasted cells be restored?
Consider such a waste of molecules, as would be the case with limbs were we
presumably to inject somehow into them, ourselves, the necessary elements. Could we have
fulfilled this task as well as caused by the circulation of blood carrying its stupendous loads,
which can do it for every part of the body very skillfully by the command from Almighty God? No,
never!
If Almighty God had not automatically processed the filtration and separation of the
residual liquid from the stomach using the kidney and this job had depended somehow on us,
what would have happened? Think about it!
If the food in our stomachs had to be moved by us in a similar manner to the way the
stomach now does by providing automatically the necessary pressure for four hours—
expansion and contraction, what trouble it all would have been to us! Ponder!
If Glorious God had prepared man's stomach for digestion of only soft things like corn
bread, or some other simple substances and man could not digest any of God's other favors to
him, how could we ever now utilize all the countless favors?
If God Almighty had not specially prepared man for the air in his intestine, the gaseous
substances produced after the ingestion of different foodstuff and meals, in spite of the fact that
the main attribute of gasses, especially when heated up, is to rise. Were these smelly gases
from the intestine, in accordance with this attribute, to go upward and exit from the mouth, what
would be our present situation? Think about it! Contrary to its chemical property, it goes down to
exit.
If both ends, front and back, were not automatically opened and closed, what would
have been our situation? I should be more blunt and say that each person would have required
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a bag or a box on each side in which to collect the waste material and discharge somewhere at
the convenient times.

Has this order been organized without an Organizer? No, never!

What kind of a place would we have had to set at home? Plainly speaking, we would
have required particular seats beneath which to place containers. While sitting and talking, this
waste material from both front and back would drop in these containers little by little. What a
situation then would our home and we have been? Think about it!
If the feces and urine, when necessary, were not automatically relieved through their
proper outlets, and it were necessary that someone press our stomach so the waste material
could come out, what would have been our situation under that circumstance? Or, if taking it out
manually or by some other means, what would have been our lot? Pay heed!
If Almighty God had caused man to be constipated, or even have his urine flow stultified
one or several days a week, several weeks a month, or even a few months a year, what would
our situation have been and what would we have done? That is to say, the front and back
outlets were blocked what difficulties we would have confronted?
If Almighty God had given man a long tail and that out of a bone piece, such that it would
have been impossible to bend what would have happened then? How could we fit it in our
trousers and how could we sit on it? But where is the superiority of man over the creatures
possessing that figure, if it were not for the Fervors and Grace bestowed upon us by the
Almighty.
If Glorious God had given man such big fat as sheep,18 ponder what would have been
our situation? Ponder, after all, whether the creation of these forms is impossible? No, never.
Based on what merit were we honored with, "We have indeed created man in the best of
molds."19 We were made worthy of this wealth and created with grace!
If Glorious God had not equipped the bones’ equilibrium and the strength in proportion
with the weight associated? That is to say that if the inferior part of the foot, the anklebone, were
18
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not stronger and more powerful than the rest, and thus incapable of supporting a weight of 70 to
105kg, how quickly would bone tissue be pulverized and man prevented from walking?
What if Glorious God had not created the knee bones, waist, and the rest with the
necessary hierarchical strength and in conformity with the requirements of equilibrium; in such a
case, bones would be pulverized every day, week, or at least once a month? What difficulty
were we to be confronted with such a problem! Is the power of equilibrium in the joints
supporting the body there by chance and without measurement? No, never!
Ponder profoundly about how such order in our bodies, and in those of all creatures,
even the atomic particles, could have or would come into existence without the Prudent, Great
Creator? No, it could never. The problem of not seeing God would not be cured through
misconception, but only will get worse.
If Glorious God had not given to human beings the orderly, correctly numbered, and
good fingers we have, but something similar to what animals have—perhaps hoofs, what would
our situation have then been? Ponder!
If Almighty God had processed the lengthening of our bones through us pulling them at
appropriate times; how could we ever fulfill this task?
If our arms and legs were sometimes to stretch due to our manual intervention or from
their own natural state, so that we would not be able to bring them back to their normal
position? What would we have done under such circumstances? What difficulty we would have
to face!
If there were no place inside the bones for marrow, or other necessary ‘fatty’ substances, how
long would the bones be able to supply it? It would only be for a short while, and quantitatively
very little. Ponder! Is the supplying of oil in the joints an accident, or a function without wisdom?
No, never!
If we had to somewhat provide the oil inside the bones, with all the forgetfulness of
mankind; first how and laboriously we would be fulfilling this task, secondly what complications
we would meet with had we ever forgotten our task!
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If there were no joints in our bodies, indeed, we could not bend back and forth as
required. What would we have become and what could we have done?
If Almighty God had created mankind all with the same face and shape, what disorder
there would have been in terms of social life! Basically, there would have been no distinctions
amongst friends and strangers.
If Exalted God had not bestowed us sleep in order to restore expended energy from our
bodies, do you know how quickly our bodies would become exhausted and we would be
destroyed?
If Glorious God had not, with special wisdom, kept body temperature moderate and at a
necessary heat level, with oxygen from the air and calories from a variety of foods, what tools
would we have used to supply this temperature? That is to say, could we ourselves ever do that
which the body itself is automatically, accurately undertaking with its indispensable facilities?
No, never!
If you are informed, biologists have calculated that it would take approximately 35
kilograms of coal daily in order to secure the body temperature each person now normally has,
were he or she to be provided with artificial heat, but how would we provide or use this in timely
manner?
If Great God had paralyzed the members of the body once in more or less than twenty
four hours, a week, or a month, how would man have prayed more often for recovery and
worshipped in thanksgiving, always making a special effort in his appeals to show up his
weaknesses?
If Glorious God had produced amongst humans a body paralysis for a week or a month,
and if man had to endure this disease for the entire length, what would have been man's
situation? Ponder, Almighty God would not have given motion to his limbs had he not done
some exhausting worshipping. Who, in this case, would be able to oppose subservience to Him
and transgress others? Indeed, all would comply, surrender absolutely and be enthusiastic to
worshipping; leading a totally peaceful co-existence and very comfortable life.
If Almighty God had made domestic animals such as the horse, cow, donkey, sheep,
goat, etc., domesticated for one generation and then wild again in the next, because the nature
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of animals requires wilderness, of what use would they have been then? As soon as we let
loose the lion, wolf, fox, for example, even after ten generations domesticated, they become as
wild as they once were.
If Almighty God did not make children and adults, men and women seem alike to
domesticated animals, that is, they would not obey a weak person unless a strong and big
person was there, how again would we utilize these animals and take the necessary advantage
of the work they can do? The answer is that we could not.
If Glorious God had crated all animals with the same shape, figure and visage, then who
could ever own an animal since they would all look alike and be therefore indistinguishable?
Whereas, there are differences, not just in their color but on their faces and even in their voices,
so that a person knows his own animals through special marks or signs.
Ponder by considering the opposite side of each of the above mentioned queries. It will
become clear that, should all these situation have occurred, as the materialist says, based on
spontaneity and by accident in this world, humanity would be beset by problems hundreds of
times worse than the above mentioned. For processes based on spontaneity have never taken
and could never take place with such order as visible in every created being.
All these truths are clearly proving the existence of His Self-Existence, Wise and
Omniscient20 Being, and that indeed it has taken place under this Great, Almighty Being's
Control.
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Utmost of Insight throughout Wisdom
It is an obvious and undeniable truth that this entire hidden and open universe, and
commonplace things around us, are the outcome of the Power of the Almighty's Hand, the
Architect of the Earth and Time and all the galaxies and Periods, Exalted be He. In reality He
has created an exhibition out of a collection of things and a variety of tools. To demonstrate His
performances, He Almighty has displayed all these colors and things on basis of wisdom and
secrets. Finally, whatever is here on earth is all for man, and man is created to observe and to
study the Performances of His Highness, Compassionate, and Beneficent.
The ultimate objective of worship in all its forms, beside the observation of the abovementioned qualities and the lights acquired therefrom, is the turning point in this process in the
acquisition of Insight into the Indisputable Almighty Artificer.
This wealth can best be acquired by studying the secrets of this exhibition (universe) and
by perceiving the Magnificence and the Perfection of the Almighty therefrom. It is the servant's
only tool for relating to and gaining Insight into Almighty God.
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It is thus that most interpreters of the Quran have understood this auspicious verse:
"I have created Jinns and men that they may worship Me (to acquire Insight into
Me)."
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Verily! They went rightly and correctly. Truly this is it.
It is therefore through an abundant variety of re-producing machines that the Almighty
has created our firmament and others, of which we see only a very small portion. In quantitative
terms at least, variety reaches the order of millions. In terms of quantity, quality, and wisdom
that may lie there are again numerous and fundamental differences. We have grouped them, up
to the position of humanity and Islam, into seven general categories in the book "World from the
Telescope of the Qur’an." After publishing, the book was put to public’s access, a summary is
presented here First category: Inanimate objects like firmaments and planets. Even somehow plants,
vegetables and stones may also be included in this series.
Second category: Living creatures from the microbe to the elephant, and from mosquito
to the ostrich, all on land, sea, air, or in the earth are included in this series.
Third category: Mankind, whether believer or unbeliever, possessing various religions
and customs, such as atheism or polytheism, etc.
Fourth category: Monotheists, especially Muslims or those adhering to the "militant"22
school.
Fifth category: Common religious scholars (Ulema).
Sixth category: The faithful, monotheistic, active religious scholars.
Seventh category: Faithful active ones and devout monotheists.
21
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"Beware that sincere devotion is reserved for God Alone."23
All these categories have exclusive characteristics, not only different in terms of values
and ethics, but also outwardly fundamental differences arise. In bodily terms and manner of
creation, they are also differently organized and categorized.
Considering the first category of the above-mentioned created beings as a preelementary school, the second elementary, the third secondary, and the fourth university, we
conclude that mankind is generally created through His grace and favor in the secondary
school.
Mankind ought to have been in total submission to the Creator of this entire universe and
the Bestower of open and hidden bestowments in thanksgiving for all control granted to us.
Secondly, the students at the militant school, namely the followers of the generous
Qur’an, are duty-bound to collect a variety of arguments for the Oneness of Almighty Selfexistent based on the 2,500 evidences of explicit verses of the Holy Qur’an. That is to well
understand His Oneness and with other scientific topics and refined logic, to add reasons
proving the Existence of Unique God. They should have, theoretically and practically, pulled
humanity to a world of sincerity and unity. Indeed, there would never have been an opportunity
for today’s insanity to progress.
Now it is my duty and your own, O faithful youth, to be determined to eradicate misery,
with the help of the Almighty God, and to guide the Muslims and all humanity to the right and
righteous path.
If God Almighty through His Omnipotence had not given to the weak body of seeds,
such as wheat, oatmeal and the like, the efficient energy to find their ways up from underneath
the earth and even hard stones after cultivation. What if we human beings had to assume this
function ourselves? After a few days of cultivation, we would have to soften the earth and
prepare it for the stem growing out of the grain. How difficult this would be and how great the
waste of grains?
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Yet who would ever be able to fulfill this task? Indeed, no one!
If Almighty God had not placed at man's disposal, the materials produced through the
cultivation of cotton, or the wool of sheep and goats, out of what would the costumes and dress
of most modern peoples have been shaped? Sure! It would either be the skin of animals or we
would have remained naked like the rest of wild or domestic animals.
What if Almighty God had not planned the ripening of fruits through sunlight and favorite
air as well as the currently ordered fashion, and He had assigned unto us their ripening in the
branches through artificial temperature? Who would then be able to fulfill it and in what
exhaustive and frustrating manner? Pay deep attention! Can these fruits of perfect taste, varied
colors and distinct characteristics ever be the scope of some "wisdom" of inanimate nature or
coincident creation? The answer is negative.
If Almighty God had not produced variety of fruit-bearing and fruitless trees out of earth,
what resources would have so simply provided and sufficed our needs for building high-rises,
furniture, doors, or other wooden tools and necessities? Yet it would not be outlandish to ponder
that wood is a condensed form of the earth’s material fashioned by Almighty's Hand. But have
you not observed that termites that eat the wood from one end? And at the other end, what is
left—pure earth.
If Almighty God had allowed plants to grow only through our pulling them, not in the
automated and indispensable manner that they are observed today, man would indeed have to
pull on each plant, on necessary occasions, according to his estimation or experience, to let
them grow. How difficult a task this would have been! And would we have succeeded?
If Almighty God had not organized in an automated fashion, the trees to absorb water
from the earth by means of their capillary and roots? The water absorbed thus mixes well with
necessary acidic and basic elements. Extraordinarily, these are taken upwards to the branches,
sub-branches and leaves. Based on crucial perception and organization, they are well,
automatically distributed to each part of the plant (its branches, sub-branches, leaves, fruits,
flowers and other products of the tree) in correct proportion. Was it left for us to push water,
containing nutrients, to the trunk, branches and leaves of the tree, what a situation would it have
been and how would we have accomplished this task?
23
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If Almighty God had not automatically maintained the trees fresh and green, we had to
manually pour water on trunk and each branch to keep it fresh? Ponder, what an exhaustive
task it would have been and how would we ever fulfil it?
What if Almighty God had made it our duty to shape the edges and various forms of
flowers, leaves, etc., for the purpose of growth and beauty? Who would have ever been able to
fashion the leaf with all its beauty and what extents would the hardship have reached!
If Almighty God had left it for us to protect, pay attention or, in whatever ways, to look after
blossoms as each one appeared, implying that we would have to see it to the end that the tree
bore fruit, without looking after the blossom, it would simply drop. How many blossoms would a
person be able to look after in a tree? Ponder! How could the free, enormous annual harvests
be possible with this or other difficulties?
If Almighty God were to enjoin upon man the task of preparing the trees’ and plants’
immediate environment as well, how could man accomplish this task for a period of years?
If the fruit or vegetables of plants bearing such fruits as melon, watermelon, or
vegetables as pumpkin and the like needed to be watched over their shapes after blooming, but
were neglected? First of all, they would not be round, and secondly they would fall apart by
themselves, thereby serving no use at all. What in this case would have been man's precise
duties and how would he have fared with all the difficulties? And if, on the other hand, someone
were to lend a hand to mankind removing of him one of these hardships, think of how
appreciative he would be to him. Man would have taken it as a sort of miracle, every time he
was helped in his effort to resolve any of these hardships and would be grateful to his
compassion till the day of the Hereafter.
Now Great God has prepared all our affairs properly, automatically, without any hardship
and, and provides it for us after only a little effort. Is it appropriate that, instead of thanksgiving
and seeking deeper Insight into (or Acquaintance with) the Glorious Unique One Being, to
contrarily oppose and even deny Exalted Him altogether? Is not the servant deserving of the
penalty should he transgress in return for all these favors, failing to be truthful to His Real
Beneficence?
The answer is affirmative.
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If Almighty God had enjoined upon man the task of preparing a suitable underground
environment for products such as potatoes, turnips, radishes, carrots and the like how would he
prepare the environment for each of these objects? How would he manage the space
underground, and how much room would he recognize would be dynamically required?
How many times would he be required to work for each plant from the beginning of its
growth to the end of its life term?
If Almighty God had not caused the earth and other materials needed for house
construction to be humid and adhesive by means of water, would all these walls and buildings
be built? How would man be able to build a place for his habitation?
If Almighty God had made mountains out of single pieces of unbreakable stone, how
would the children of mankind make use of them or make paths for travel and other uses?
If Almighty God had not made the mountains a reservoir of water and snow in winter,
would we have water in summer and fall? What would people have done?
If Almighty God had not created intact veins of metals and minerals in the earth’s womb,
the most beautiful suits of luxurious, modern people should then have been sewed with the
thistle of deserts, or otherwise how?
In simple form we have, thus far, brought up the smallest representation of the values of
Almighty Supreme's creatures. If one pays attention, it will be clearly understood that Almighty
God has supplied all necessities of comfortable life for mankind in this small abode (the world).
Almighty God has allowed man to make use of them with little effort through the searching
intellect as an occupation for him. That is to see whether man, while being engaged with these
products, will forget or remember the Almighty Creator of all creatures.
"We may test whichever of you is doing the best of deeds."24
Or by observing all these Favors and Beneficence, you may tend further to Almighty
God; furthermore, you may endeavor to achieve as best relationship with and acquire insight
into the Almighty as possible through financial, bodily, and verbal services.
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If Almighty God had not caused the rivers to initially flow in the directions which you see
today, and were the mountains stable obstacles before them, in what way could mankind ever
shape them in their present forms? How would they ever succeed making the rivers’
trajectories?
If Almighty God had not created underneath the earth's crust an impenetrable level for
water, how could all these rivers and oceans remain so firmly settled on the face of the earth,
since earth has the natural quality of absorbing water and other fluids?
If Almighty God had not given the earth an incapable absorption characteristic vis-a-vis
fluids contained within it, such as petroleum, oil, and other combustibles, how could all these
billions of barrels be daily extracted? Yet the earth does not absorb, but has preserves them.
What would have otherwise been our contemporary people’s circumstances?
Ponder! Could this task and other characteristics be inherent properties of the soil, a
performance of an unintelligent being such as earth or secrets and wisdom of the Creator and
Artificer, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the worlds? Reflect profoundly!
If Exalted God created the mouths of volcanoes, within the earth, converged with the
mines of petroleum, oil, and other greasy fluids and gas and had not created the barrier “for
beneath them is a barrier which they do not transgress”25 in between, what would have been
earth's situation otherwise? As on the ultimate stage of earth’s annihilation, these two factors
will collide with one another and the earth, by God's leave, will be shattered into many pieces.
Almighty God has stated:
"One day the earth will be changed to a different earth..."26
This is the major resurrection and all human children will be brought together in that
desert.
If Almighty God had not kept the water of the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans salty,
would it have been possible to live on earth with the fetid smell? The answer is no.
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Who else but the Self-Existent Almighty God places all these salts and other disinfecting
compounds therein, in accurate measures? But could any sound intellect accept that all these
performances are carried out spontaneously, without the Wise, Great Artificer? No never!
If Almighty God had not made salty water from the oceans sweet through evaporation namely
filtering of the air and clouds, how could the salty water be recycled as rain or sown? Some
people may argue on filtering it. Correct! Water filters are available now, but how would earlier
peoples handled it; and how would plants have fared then in their growth process when water is
a dominant element for animal and plant life on this earth?
What if Almighty God had not increased the level of coldness in winter in the right
measure or had not created the two giant freezers at both poles of the earth, by means of
which, most of the microbes would die or at least be contained? How, then would living
creatures lives be, particularly humans?
If Almighty God had not intensified the heat at the equator and also in most countries
during the summer season, so that besides the growth and maturing of the fruit tress, plants,
crops, animals, microbes, too would die. What would the situation of human beings be then
under such circumstances?
Reflect, some ignorant ones say, this Great, Unique Being, possessing all these
Performances, Attributes and Glory, does not exist and that unworthy matter has spontaneously
created all these phenomena in this perfect order. We seek refuge in God!
If Almighty God had not occasionally sent tropical rains in the hot areas, how then would
life have been possible with intense heat?
If Almighty God had not sent the rain from above, to destroy the dust, smoke, dirt, and
pollution, which have condensed in the air, where would we ever have a comfortable and
nontoxic life, in particular in our time, with all the burning of fuels in machines and factories?
How Wise and Omniscient is the Glorious Supreme Being Who knew and has wisely placed
everything appropriately.
“The world is like an eye, a beard, a spot of beauty and eyebrow,
Where each thing is neatly in place” Hafiz
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If Almighty God had kept the sun away from he earth for a while, what would have been
man's situation in those years and how would he have lived?
If Almighty God had not given the sun the necessary, appropriate heat, how would we,
residents of the earth, live? How would we have arranged to have necessary heat on our
planet? By means of what capability and how difficult could we have accomplished this task?
If Almighty God had made sun scarcity as well as the rain and snow scarcity as drought,
what would have happened then, and what would man have done?
What if Almighty God did not keep and hold firmly the present distance between the sun
and the earth, while the sun, and all the planets belonging to our firmament, are moving towards
an unknown ultimate destination travelling approximately millions of miles daily.
"The sun is traveling through a path towards a stationary point. This is the
measurement of Wise and all-Knowing God."27
Despite the enormous speeds in our solar system, distances are very precisely
preserved and kept in proper order. There are no collisions among the globes and systems in
galaxies with one another, despite their incredible rotational and revolutionary motions that they
are compelled to undergo; neither do they come apart. Is this process an outcome of
coincidence, coming into existence by itself? Can all these unintelligent celestial bodies ever
execute these properly ordered motions by themselves?
Deliberately and attentively ponder, so you may find that the denial of Almighty God is
like the denial of the existence of sun by a blind bat, metaphorically speaking, from the
perspective of some people, but it is thousands of times more ignorant.
If Exalted God had brought either the sun or the earth, sometime, just a little closer to
the other, what would have been man's situation? Who could then survive? How would life be
sustained?
If Exalted God had not sent down the rain, snow, and hail in small drops, little by little,
but had spilled at once the frozen clouds as mountains of water, snow or hail, who or what could
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have survived on the earth's surface under such circumstances? Which building could remain
and which tree could survive unscathed?
Could all this precisely ordered organization be spontaneous and coincidental? Is it
possible without a Creator—the Great, Unique Organizer? No, never!

Dear Honorable Readers!
In this epistle we drew, with the help of Almighty God, your attention to commonplace
phenomena. Pursuing this, the clear-sighted among our readers may then look around and find
more secrets and mysteries. Subsequently, you might forward your observations to myself or to
our scientific intellectual committee so that later this will be added to this epistles under your
own name.
The spirit of this work was principally threefold:
First - One hour study of this kind of literature and the search for the truth pertaining to
Greatness, Perfection and Glory of the Exalted Creator is equivalent to sixty years of accepted
worship, according to the sincere reporter, peace and blessings of God be upon him; and a
minute of it is equivalent to a year.
Second - Intelligent thanksgiving for the favors is achieved after true realization of their
achievement. Pondering on these issues will cause an increase in the light of faith and a
fortification of spiritual power. It is the only tool for discovering the secrets of the unseen, Fourth
Dimension.
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Third - It is manifestly evident, and attesting, that each of these topics is testimony for
the existence of the Great and Omniscient Artifice, the Merciful and Generous God.
Undoubtedly this entire order has taken effect on the basis of Previous Arrangement and
Perfect, Excellent Plan of the Supreme Organization. It has never been a coincident. Nature
possesses no power to create anything by itself. Rather, this entire universe or nature is the
outcome of His Imperceptible, Great, Imperishable, Eternal, Endless, and Powerful Hand.
But deceptive unbelievers who, for the purpose of further expanding imperialistic plans,
call the creation of the universe coincidence, indulge in nothing more than absolute speculation,
clear falsehoods, and pure ignorance.
Sure, the propagation of such an ideology has been of two basic matters below:
1. Retrospectively, new colonizers have experienced the inhumane and repressive
behavior of their largest preceding colonizers of the world (Britain and others) vis-àvis oppressed people during hundreds of years in colonized countries. Colonizers
witnessed that, as soon as the oppressed tribe or nation rose to power, they drove
out the colonizers in a most humiliating way. These new colonizers have
consequently given a number of reasons for the conflict, found merely on principles
of faith, culture, tradition, chastity, honor, and fatherland, born in religion. As a result,
prior to expanding their colonization efforts and stabilizing their dominion and
leadership over the oppressed peoples and nations, they portray themselves under
the banner of atheism, agnosticism and the denial of the Unique Exalted Artificer's
Existence, in order to destroy all religious principles. They first impel the youth,
already wary of lifeless religions into “reckless obscenities and wanton behavior.” By
means of these deceits, they attract and have attracted them, where exists an
evident second objective.
2. To defeat the undeveloped countries, by using their own people, is the best method.
This method works best by luring the unaware among the youth. They intoxicate the
youth that are the investment of their oppressed nations, with “quickly gratifying acts
of obscenity.” Covertly, behind a disguise of their heedless rulers, they plot
“revolutions” such as, Bukhara, East Germany, Gorgestan, Poland and
Czchechoslovakia, etc. From these various colonizing conspiracies in the course of
hundreds of years, nothing has been and will be extracted from the minds and brains
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of the earlier and contemporary “intellectuals” but disaster, genocide, expansion,
and, at most, domination over people.
Now that we have entered the particular atomic age, the greatest countries are rushing
into an awesome arms race instead of towards peace for man, which cannot be called by any
other name but insanity!
Sure! We shall lead and guide, these insane ones, who claim to be perfect, to the path
of guidance and insight into God, through the sound leadership of the intact Qur’an of Islam and
the efforts of instructors of the University of Insight Into God, with help of Great, Magnificent
God, to a Worldly Flood of Mercy, as opposed to the Wrathful period of the Prophet Noah,
peace and blessings of God be upon him.
-WITH THE GRACE OF GOD ALMIGHTY-
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